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Abstract : Now A Days In World Off Road Bike ATV/Dirt Bike 

Require High Horse Power & Torque But Development 2stroke 

Suzuki Max 100 R Into The Dirt Bike In Sprocket Ratio And 

Change The As Compare Economical To Improve The Torque Is  

Some Amount With Sprocket Ratio.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ll of these – except maybe wheels – are “wear” items that 

eventually need to be replaced. Tires may be the most 

evident of these. But did you know that a simple sprocket 

swap could do even more for your bike? We’re not just 

talking about when the original wears out. So we’ll explain 

gearing and sprocket sizes, as well as applications, and we’ll 

show you some of our favorite sprocket products. 

This may sound like you’re prepping your gear for a trip to 

the trails, but we’re talking about something else. You “gear 

up” or “gear down” by changing sprockets, front or rear, to 

different sizes. Because you can change either front or rear 

sprockets, it’s best to begin by determining their relationship. 

The final drive ratio on a motocross bike will likely stay close 

to 4.0. For street bike guys, there’s a much bigger spread of 

ratios depending on sport bike or standard. For sport ATV 

riders, the stock final drive ratio will generally be lower, 

around 3.0 or less. 

Back to that YZ250F, If you replace its 49t rear chain wheel 

with a 52t – and that’s a big change – your final drive ratio is 

now 4.00 (52 divided by 13). You just “geared down.” That 

may sound backwards, but the relation is always to the front 

or countershaft sprocket, and in that relationship, you geared 

down. This number is most important when you’re changing 

gearing. It’s easy and beneficial to be scientific about this. 

And when you want to make a change, you should be 

scientific. Make one small change at a time, Document it and 

test it before considering further changes.[1] 

 In this investigation final drive of a two wheeler motor cycle 

is modified. Gears of chain and sprocket drive are changed 

and so that final drive reduction ratio changes. After doing 

such changes we are measuring various performance 

parameters practically as well as theoretically.[2] 

The effect that you feel with a -1/+2 sprocket set change is the 

multiplication of torque and an increased rate of acceleration. 

The key factor to understand here is that multiplying power to 

the wheel is not the same as increasing engine horsepower. 

There are many operator-controlled variables that can skew a 

dyno test but in this case, load factors were applied 

automatically based on inertial changes and are reflected in 

the readings, which show that increasing the rate of 

acceleration draws more power. 

 The gears in your transmission are torque multipliers, and the 

final-drive ratio of your countershaft and rear sprockets also 

have an effect on torque. Changing the final-drive ratio is one 

of the easiest ways to modify the feel, acceleration and top 

speed of your bike. Lowering your gear ratio with the popular 

down one tooth in the front and up two teeth in the rear (-

1/+2) sprocket set makes a huge difference on how the bike 

accelerates off the light. Because of this positive effect, we’ve 

heard many riders claim that a bigger (more teeth over stock) 

rear sprocket and/or a smaller front countershaft sprocket 

actually makes more horsepower. How could this possibly be 

a myth when you can hop on the bike and feel the 

difference?[3] 

Most dirt bikes gear ratios are set up from the factory in a 

middle-of-the-road setting, offering good acceleration and 

speed. To get even faster acceleration and low-end power, just 

drop the number of teeth on your front sprocket or raise the 

number of teeth on the rear sprocket. This, of course, will 

reduce top speed to a certain extent, but since we will be 

doing more trail riding than wide-open desert riding it’s a 

better setup for our needs. The rule of thumb is that for every 

one tooth you drop on the front sprocket, it is equivalent to 

going up two teeth in the rear. The only drawback to 

switching to a larger rear sprocket that we found is that 

sometimes you need to get a longer chain.  In our case, we 

were about 3 links too short, so we had to get a 120-link 

chain. Overall, it’s a relatively simple job and the results are 

amazing. 

The only drawback to switching to a larger rear sprocket that 

we found is that sometimes you need to get a longer chain.  In 

our case, we were about 3 links too short, so we had to get a 

120-link chain. Overall, it’s a relatively simple job and the 

results are amazing. 

Once the sprocket and new chain are in place, some 

adjustment is needed to get the correct amount of tension on 

A 
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chain. You don’t want to stretch chain slack and tighten the 

rear wheel while on the stand. Factor in suspension travel and 

changes in chain slack, as the chain gets stretched on jumps or 

whoops.  

A quick and dirty way to check the tension on your chain can 

be done off the bike stand.  Put your body weight over the 

back of the bike and then pull on the swing arm to find the 

tightest point for the chain. It should be where the rear axle, 

swing arm pivot and countershaft (front sprocket) are all in a 

straight line. Once you find this, you want to check for a 

tolerance of 1/4- to 1/2-inch of play. There are other more 

technical ways to do it, but this method used by race team 

mechanics out on the field should get you to a safe operating 

range. 

The reason you don’t want too much tension on the chain is 

because it can bind--causing added tension/wear on your drive 

components or even failure (not good).[4] 

II. DIRT BIKE AND REQUIRED POWER 

A. Objective 

 The Torque and horsepower are often confused when it 

comes to discussions of dirt bike and ATV power. You know 

they are not the same, but what exactly is the difference, and 

how are the two related? So, which is more important? for that 

purpose we have studied the process development in sprocket 

and investigated in gear ratio between them .this study 

revealed that the 2 stroke dirt /ATV (off road) bike in having 

most important data requirement. 

Gearing down by installing a larger rear sprocket (like with 

our YZ example) increases the final drive ratio and reduces 

top speed, but can increase acceleration. 

Gearing up, like with a smaller rear sprocket, decreases the 

final drive ratio and adds more top speed to your motorcycle 

or ATV. 

Setting the gearing for any motorcycle or ATV presents a 

trade-off between low-end power delivery and top-end speed. 

If you like a nice blend of the two and are happy with the 

power delivery of your vehicle in stock form, then leave the 

drive ratio alone. Just keep an eye on your sprockets (and 

chain) for wear. 

If you want better top-speed or stronger acceleration – and it’s 

not easy to get both – then gear up or gear down, and you can 

do so for $100 or less (sometimes way less). 

If you’re a beginning rider, you might consider gearing down. 

Low-end power delivery and more effective acceleration will 

serve you better than top speed. Expert riders may already 

know how to get the best low-end delivery, and might want to 

gear up a vehicle for improved top-end power. But let’s look 

at specific applications to give a better answer. 

Fig –I. Dirt bike modification &development of sprocket ratio 

           

III. ATV AND OFF-ROAD MOTORCYCLE 

A technical track or trail loop with deep soil, sand or elevation 

changes will require gearing down. This will give you strong 

acceleration out of corners, and let your bike or ATV better 

use power to pull through the soil or up hills. You may have 

to shift more often, but you’ll get the strong pull you needed. 

If your favorite track or trail is hard-packed with big sweeping 

turns, then you may want to gear up and make the most of 

your machine’s top-end power delivery. You will lose access 

to some low-end power, and may have to use more clutch for 

low-rpm control. In exchange, you’ll get more of what you 

want at higher rpm in improved top speed. You can also gear 

up if you’ve made other modifications to your bike or ATV 

that improve acceleration. 

Fig. II.  ATV final drive sprocket with chain 

  

IV. YOU NEED TO KNOW THIS 

When changing your sprockets due to wear, you will also 

need to replace your chain. The chain and sprocket 

relationship is best when the two wear together. Mixing an old 

chain with a new sprocket – or vice versa – will shorten the 

life of either. Not a good idea. And if you make a big change 

in sprocket size, you may need a shorter or longer chain. 

Changing one tooth on the countershaft sprocket has a more 

significant impact on the gearing than changing one tooth on 

the rear sprocket. Plus, countershaft sprockets cost less. But, 

it’s most often best to make changes with the rear sprocket. 

You get more fine adjustments, and that’s generally desired. 
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Avoid using a smaller-than-stock front sprocket. On a smaller 

sprocket, the drive chain must turn a tighter radius, which 

increases friction and decreases the life expectancy of the 

chain.[1] 

To minimize fuel consumption and increasing the kilometers 

travelled, high demands are made also for automobile engine 

system and transmission system. 

Final drive is the final gear train that is between the 

transmission and the ground. Final drive is the last in the set 

of components which delivers torque to the drive wheels. In 

heavy equipment and automotive, this is the axle assembly 

and the differential gear that enable the wheels or track 

sprockets to turn. Additionally, it provides a fixed reduction 

between the speed of the drive shaft and the axle driving the 

wheels. 

There are different types of final drives used according to the 

type of vehicle. Normally, in four wheel vehicles there is a 

differential gearbox and rear axles are provided as final drive. 

Various in case of front wheel drive car we haven’t seen any 

differential but instead it consists transaxle housed with 

engine assembly at front of the vehicle. 

In case of two and three wheelers like scooters, bikes and 

rickshaws there is chain drive used as a final drive. 

So from above discussion we can conclude that there are three 

types of final drives used in today’s automobile world as 

listed below. 

  chain drive  

  differential 

  belt drive  

 

A .Chain Drive: 

When there is less space available and also weight of the 

vehicle limited then at that time we cannot use differential as 

final drive in the vehicle. Take example of bikes, three 

wheeled rickshaws and ATV’s. So for this kind of vehicles we 

are using chain drive as a final drive. In chain drive there are 

two sprockets and chain for the purpose of transmitting torque 

from engine to road wheel.   

A small sprocket gear is connected with the engine output 

shaft and bigger sprocket gear is attached with road wheel of 

the vehicle. Both of these gears are further connected via 

roller chain.  

The main advantage of this kind of final drive is that it consist 

simplest mechanism and also weight of the whole system is 

also very less. Generally, all two wheelers and some three 

wheeled vehicles use this type of final drive mechanism.    

B. Differential: 

The differential has three jobs:  

 To aim the engine power at the wheels. 

 To act as the final gear reduction in the vehicle, 

slowing the rotational speed of the transmission one 

final time before it hits the wheels. 

 To transmit the power to the wheels while allowing 

them to rotate at different speeds. [2] 

 Rwd final drives 

 Fwd final drives 

 Open differentials 

 Limited-slip differentials (lsd) 

 Clutch style lsd 

 Locking lsd 

 Torque bias lsd 

 Viscous coupling 

 Electronically controlled differentials 

 Solid differential/spool differential/welded 

differential[7] 

C. Belt drive  

When there is less space available and also weight of the 

vehicle limited then at that time we cannot use differential as 

final drive in the vehicle but chain or belt drive can be used or 

proper amount of grip can be achieved  that .    

V. THE TEST 

Does a bigger rear sprocket make more power? Before we 

answer that, it’s important to know what your sprocket ratio 

means in terms of power. The chain and sprockets transfer the 

engine power to the rear wheel. The sprocket sizes determine 

how many times the countershaft must turn in order to spin 

the rear wheel. This ratio is your final drive, which is a 

numerical indication of how many turns the front sprocket 

makes in relation to the rear. Equal size front and rear 

sprockets would be a 1:1 ratio of power transferred from 

countershaft to rear wheel. To make better use of available 

power, a lower final-drive ratio is used to multiply torque 

from the engine and transmission to the wheel. 

Knowing what sprockets you have is the first step to making 

ratio mods. If the bike is stock, you can refer to the manual or, 

if you look, most sprockets are clearly stamped with a number 

that tells how many teeth it has. If not, you can count the 

number of teeth on the countershaft (front) and rear sprockets 

and do the math. Changing the size of either sprocket is what 

modifies the final-drive ratio, and determining what ratio is 

best depends on what type of riding you’ll be doing. A lower 

gear ratio will bolster your bottom end for better light-to-light 

performance, while higher gear ratios will help out on the top 

end. Making a sprocket change on your motorcycle would be 

comparable to changing the ring-and-pinion gears on a car. If 

you’re confused by gear-ratio terminology, just remember that 

lower or shorter gears are numerically higher. Higher or taller 

gears (highway gears) are numerically lower. For example, a 

3:1 ratio is lower than a 2:1 ratio. 

So if torque is multiplied through gear ratio changes, does this 

equate to an increase in power? For this month’s myth test we 
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grabbed some sprockets, chain and wrenches for back-to-back 

dyno testing on a 2008 gsx-r1000. The tests would be 

comprised of three stops on the dyno with three different 

sprocket setups: baseline stock (17/43, 2.5:1 ratio), vortex -

1/+2 (16/45, 2.8:1 ratio), and vortex -1/+5 (16/48, 3:1 ratio). 

Lower gears might feel like power has been boosted, but the 

dyno won’t be so easily deceived. [3] 

VI. MATERIALS FOR SPROCKET 

The selection of material used for the manufacturing of 

sprocket depends upon the strength and service conditions like 

wear and noise etc.also involves the cost as well as the 

material performance required. The sprockets may be  

manufactured from metallic or non-metallic materials. The 

steel is widely used for the manufacturing of sprocket due to 

its good wearing properties, excellent machinability and ease 

of producing complicated shapes by machining. Sprockets can 

also be supplied in various cast materials as standard carbon 

steel (with or without hardened teeth),stainless steel, special 

materials such as alloy steel, bronze etc.the non-metallic 

materials like wood, compressed paper and plastics like nylon 

, acrylic and polycarbonate  etc. Are used for gears, especially 

for reducing weight and noise. 

A. Mild Steel (Is 2062) 

At present sprocket chain is made of mild steel material. So, 

first analysis is done using ms as material. steel is the 

traditional material for sprocket chain. Steel is easy to get. 

Machinery to manipulate steel is easy to get. Steel is easy - 

and it's also cheap. This is the main reason that 99% of the 

sprocket chain are made from steel.steel is stiff but dense 

(heavy). Steel rates well in terms of both yield strength and 

ultimate strength, particularly if it's carefully alloyed and 

processed. Steel also resists fatigue failure well which is 

extremely useful - even if the sprocket chain flexes under 

load, such flexing need not lead to a critical failure. Chemical 

composition of is 2062: 

         c- 0.23%, mn-1.5%, s-0.05%, p-0.05%, si-0.4% 

 

Table-I. The properties of mild steel are listed below, 

structural properties (is 2062): 
 

Property Value 

Young’s modulus, e 2.1×105 mpa 

Poisson’ s ratio, v 0.3 

Density, ρ 7850 kg/m3 

Yield stress, σ yield 250 mpa 

Ultimate tensile stress, σ uts 390 mpa 

  

B. Carbon Fibers 

Carbon fibers, more than all other fibrous reinforcements, 

have provided the basis for the development of advanced 

structural engineering materials. Commercially carbon fibers 

are available with a variety of tensile moduli ranges from 

207gpa to 1035 gpa respectively low to high side. In general, 

low modulus fibers have low cost, low specific gravities, high 

tensile and compressive strengths and high tensile strain to 

failure than high modulus fibers.the benefits of carbon fibers 

are their extraordinarily higher tensile strength to weight 

ratios and tensile modulus to weight ratios, very lower ctes 

(which provide dimensional stability in such applications as 

space antennas) and higher fatigue strengths. The 

disadvantages are their low impact resistance and high electric 

conductivity, which may cause shorting in unguarded 

electrical machinery. Their high cost has so far excluded them 

from widespread commercial use. Carbon fibers are 

extensively used in aerospace and some applications of 

sporting goods, taking advantages of the relatively high 

stiffness to weight and high strength to weight ratios of these 

fibers. The structure and properties of carbon fibers are 

depends on the raw material used and the process 

circumstances of manufacture. Carbon fibersare commercially 

existing in three simple forms, namely, long, continue tow, 

chopped (6-50mm long) and milled (303000μm long). The 

long, continues tow, which is simply a bundle of 1000-

160.000 parallel filaments, is used to for high performance 

applications. 

Characteristics of carbon fiber: 

 High strength to weight ratio 

 Rigidity 

 Corrosion resistance and chemically stable 

 Fatigue resistance is good  

 Good tensile strength 

 Fire resistance/ non flammable 

 Low coefficient of thermal expansion  

 Self-lubricating 

 High damping  [5] 

 

Table –II. Material properties for carbon fiber: [5] 
 

Mechanical properties Units Carbon fiber 

E11 Gpa 190 

E22 Gpa 7.7 

G12 Gpa 4.2 

Ν12  0.3 

P Kg / m3 1600 

St
1 = sc

1 Mpa 870 

St
2= sc

2 Mpa 54 

S12 Mpa 30 

 

C. Steel Sprockets 

Jt steel sprockets are manufactured using only the finest grade 

of c49 high carbon steel for the rear sprockets, and scm420 

chromoly steel alloy for the front sprockets. The jt steel 

sprockets range now contains over 2,500 parts for all 

motorcycles and ATVs.  

D. Aluminium Racing Rear Sprockets 

Made from advanced aviation-grade 7075-t6 aluminium alloy, 

optimal lightweight design and cnc machined for performance 

and lifespan! All aluminium max rear racing sprockets are 
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manufactured from the best materials with a special self-

cleaning design, and hand-finished to perfection. [8] 

 

VII. IMPROVEMENT SPROCKET RATIO 

 

Table – III. Data about Suzuki max 100- r 

 
Sr.no. Name Old case. Modification case . 

1 Launched 1998 - 

 Engine 

2 Engine   displacement 98.2cc 98.2 cc 

3 Engine   type Air cooled, 2stroke Air cooled, 2stroke 

4 Number of cylinder 1 1 

5 Valve per cylinder 0 0 

6 Max.power 7.9ps @ 5500 rpm 7.9ps @ 5500 rpm 

7 Top speed 82 kmph 82 kmph 

8 Max.torque 9.8n.m@5500 9.8n.m@5500 

9 Bhp 7.8bhp 7.8bhp 

10 Bore × stroke 50.0 × 50.0 mm 50.0 × 50.0 mm 

11 Fuel type Petrol Petrol 

12 Starter Kick Kick 

 Transmission 

13 Transmission type Manual Manual 

14 Number of speed gears 4 4 

15 Final drive Rear - chain Rear – chain 

 Wheels & tyres 

16 Front  tyre 2.75×18 2.75×18 

17 Rear  tyre 3.0× 18 3.0× 18 

Brakes & suspension 

18 Front brake Drum 130mm Drum 130mm 

19 Rear brake Drum 130mm Drum 130mm 

20 Front susp. 

Telescopic 

hydraulic shock 

absorber 

Telescopic 

hydraulic shock 

absorber 

21 Rear susp. 
Double hydraulic 

shock absorber 

Mono -cross  

hydraulic shock 

absorber 

22 Swing arm “o”  pipe “□” channel 

 Other dimensions 

22 Overall length 2057 mm 2015 mm 

23 Over all width 725 mm 714 mm 

24 Over all height 1053 mm 1160 mm 

25 Wheel base 1217 mm 1390 mm 

26 Ground clearance 140 mm 360 mm 

 

Table – IV. Improvement in Sprocket Data About Suzuki Max 

100- R 

 

Sr.No. Object / Component  
Case -1  [Old 

] 

Case -2     [Modification 

] 

1 Driver Sprocket Teeth T1 15 13 

2 Driven Sprocket Teeth T2 41 39 

3 
Max. Counter Shaft  

Sprocket 

N1 

[Rpm] 
5500 5500 

4 
Rear Wheel Sprocket 

Rpm 

N2 

[Rpm] 
2014.65 1833.33 

5 Velocity Ratio V.R. 2.73 3.00 

6 Max. Torque 
T  

[N.M] 
27.53 30.26 

   

In chain and sprocket drive torque improvement by driver  

gear (engine side) and driven gear (rear side)  with cero  

modeling . 

 

Fig. III. Final drive sprocket with chain improvement ratio. 

 

 
 

Fig.IV. Final drive torque ratio compare with old & new case 

 

. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 After Development Of Sprocket Using 15/41 Teeth  Into The 

13/39 Teeth And Torque Is  9.91% Increase With Sprocket 

Ratio Can Be Changed & Archive That Ratio. 
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